
 

Sprühboy 04s / 5,7 ltr. tank - Airless 

Art.-Nr. 3313 
designed for:  

bake-release agents for baking trays and baking forms   

glide-oils for fatting hoppers (dough divider or rounder slicer etc) 

liquid bake glaze or liquid sirup  

(the viscosity of your material should not be more as a pure vegetable oil) 

 

mode of operation:  

please fill the tank up to the red mark (max),  

close the lid, close the safety valve on top of lid,  

connect a compressor and fill up with pressure (max 6 bar). 

disconnect the spraying system from the compressor.  

start the spraying process, 

when open the lid (for refilling or cleaning ) – 

please open the safety valve always at first. 

 

Please pay attention to: materials which have lumps inside will clock the 

nozzles. 

 

 
Sprühboy 08s / 15 ltr. tank - Airless 
Art.-Nr. 3314 
designed for:  

bake-release agents for baking trays and baking forms   

glide-oils for fatting hoppers (dough divider or rounder slicer etc) 

liquid bake glaze or liquid sirup  

(the viscosity of your material should not be more as a pure vegetable oil) 

 

mode of operation:  

please fill the tank up to the red mark (max),  

close the lid, close the safety valve on top of lid,  

connect a compressor and fill up with pressure (max 6 bar). 

disconnect the spraying system from the compressor.  

start the spraying process, 

when open the lid (for refilling or cleaning ) – 

please open the safety valve always at first. 

 

Please pay attention to: materials which have lumps inside will clock the 

nozzles. 



Sprühboy 14s / 10 ltr. tank - Airmix 

Art.-Nr. 3338 
designed for:  

viscous bake-release agents for baking trays and baking forms   

bake-release emulsions for baking trays and baking forms   

liquid bake glaze or liquid sirup  

( if the viscosity of your material should be more than a pure vegetable oil) 

 

mode of operation:  

please fill the tank up to the red mark (max),  

close the lid, close the safety valve on top of lid,  

connect a compressor and fill up with pressure (max 6 bar). 

make the setting depending to the viscosity of your material 

keep the connection to the compressor during the processing 

start spraying process. 

when open the lid (for refilling or cleaning ) – 

please open the safety valve always at first. 

 

Please pay attention to: materials which have lumps inside will clock the 

nozzles. 
. 
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Useful equipment 
 

Sprühboy -Compressor Air-Boy 100  
Art. 1205 

designed for “all type of Sprühboys” 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Bake-Glaze Sprayer  

Boyens Backservice GmbH 

semi automatic spraybridge 
 

 

ALTERNATIVE No.1 

Part.5798 

for baking trays max. 600x800mm  

 

ALTERNATIVE No.2 

Part.6065 

for baking trays max. 600x1000mm  

 

Mode of operation: 

 

The employee/worker connects the Bake  Glaze Sprayer to electricity (230V/ 50-

60Hz ) and to a compressor ( min 6bar ) 

 

The employee/worker fills the material container with fresh Bake Glaze  

The employee/worker opens the pressure valve and sets the machine to “operation 

mode” The employee/worker places the baking tray loaded with fermented products 

on the left side of the spray-desk. In because of the marked setting points he will 

place it automatically in the necessary position. The Sensor on the left side will 

identify the tray and the spraying bridge starts to move from left to right. During this 

move it will spray the Bake-Glaze on the surface of the products. The 

employee/worker will remove the tray to the trolly  or oven , and places the next tray 

loaded with fermented products now on the right side ( also marked with setting 

points ) of the spray desk. The sensor on the right side will identify the tray, now the 

spray bridge will return from right to left while spraying the bake glaze on the surface 

of the products.  One movement will take around 3,5 seconds. 

Fine adjustment: 

Dependent on the size of the product on which you like to spray you can adjust the 

height of the spraying bridge as well as the position of every single nozzle (5 nozzles) 

To clean the machine the employee/worker closes the pressure valve, open the 

saftiy valve on top of lid to leave off the pressure,remove the connector from the 

container and connect the machine instead with the container to an water-hose /pipe. 

You can also remove the whole tub, the tub is set in and fast and easy to remove. 

 

The employee/worker sets the switch to cleaning process. 

 

With the Bake Glaze Sprayer you receive a machine which will be operated by just 

one worker and which is nevertheless very fast, easy to operate, easy and fast to 

clean. You will not find something comparable which is so economically. 


